Motic was founded in 1988 as a hi-tech industrial enterprise specialized in manufacturing conventional compound microscopes. Owned by Speed Fair Co. Ltd, the company has grown into a worldwide organization with sales offices in Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, Spain and the United States.

Our manufacturing base in China consists of five fully-owned subsidiaries, manufacturing components for the company. Motic Xiamen is acting as the production headquarters of the company. It plays an important role, not only as the manufacturing centre, but also as an ideal location for our research and development department. Our R&D centre in Xiamen has over 100 professional engineers and technicians covering optical, mechanical, industrial, electronics and software design.

In early 1998’s, the company started to explore and develop digital microscopy solutions, digital imaging products and application software. Today Motic also incorporates a software developing centre in Canada. This successful transition marked a milestone for the company, turning Motic into one of the first and leading brand names in digital microscopy.

The main success of Motic worldwide is, besides the excellent price-performance ratio of the microscopes, based on a close cooperation with our dealers:

Mutual benefit
Mutual goals
Long-term partnership

We are making continuous efforts to provide our customers with the latest technologies, excellent quality and, of course, the best possible service wherever you need it.

Motic is certified with ISO9001 for quality management standards, ISO14001 for environmental management standards and ISO13485 for medical devices.